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Abstract
This experiment shows that for an English speaker reading aloud, the topic structure of the text affects the amount of lengthening in sentence-final words. The speaker lengthened words less at the end of sentences that were followed by another sentence elaborating on the topic of the first, than at the end of sentences where the subsequent sentence added new information or switched topics. These results show that speech durations are affected by larger-scale linguistic organization, in addition to the well-known effects of local and phrasal structure. Modeling variation at the text or discourse level could improve the comprehensibility of longer passages of synthesized text.

1. Introduction
Present-day speech synthesis systems can model prosody at the level of the individual sentence remarkably well. Less attention has been given to modeling prosody over larger stretches of speech, even though research has identified a number of prosodic factors that human speakers modify as a function of higher-level discourse structure. These include the local and global structure of intonation contours ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]), speaking rate ([7], [8]), and the use of amplitude and pauses ([9], [10]). A role for topic structure in influencing the length of utterance units, as well as F0 patterns, was observed in Japanese [11]. Appropriate modeling of such factors would seem to be a fruitful tactic for increasing the naturalness and comprehensibility of synthesis [12], particularly in settings where the synthesizer speaks at some length.

The influence of discourse organization on intonation has been investigated more extensively than its influence on speech durations. In contrast, the durational effects of sentence-level prosodic phrasing are well-documented, and among the most robust in English is final lengthening. This has been described as added acoustic duration for speech segments ([13], [14]) and also as modification of the dynamic properties of speech articulations [15]. Lengthening was shown to mark ‘paragraph’ boundaries in speech ([9], [16]), but these studies were concerned only with the perceived degree of importance of a boundary, not the nature of the transition at that boundary. Since these two studies, there has been little, if any, investigation of how sentence-final lengthening is sensitive to the discourse structure of the material being spoken. The present study looks for a relation between the type of topic transition that occurs at a sentence boundary and the amount of lengthening at this boundary.

By taking a written text as the material to be analyzed, we could determine the topic structure independently of any speaker’s rendition of that text when it was read aloud. In this study, we categorized the relations between the topics of consecutive sentences in the text as being indicative of the nature of the transition from one sentence to the next. Acoustic analysis of a speaker’s reading of this text makes it possible to relate the durations of the sentence-final words to the nature of the topical transitions between sentences. Eventually, the patterns observed in the human speakers’ text-reading will be developed into a durational model for synthesizing connected text.

2. Method
The goal was to determine how the nature of a topic boundary between sentences affects final lengthening. In order to determine the amount of lengthening in a particular production of a segment or word, the duration of that production must be compared to the duration of a non-lengthened production of the same material, in order to control for differences in the inherent duration of speech sounds. One technique to provide a baseline duration for estimating lengthening is to calculate the normalized duration of a speech sound over an entire large corpus and compare the mean normalized duration with its duration in sentence- (or phrase-) final position ([14], [17]). Even for a very large corpus, this method is sensitive to the particular contexts in which the segment occurs in that corpus [17]. The present study uses a different approach: we compared durations of words that occurred sentence-finally in a text with the same words produced in a controlled sentence-medial context.

2.1. Materials and recording technique

2.1.1. Text materials
The text chosen as the basis for this study is a passage from the manual for the computer drawing program Canvas [18]. This type of text was chosen because it has a clearly-defined sequence of topics, explaining how to use different features of the program. It was expected that this would simplify the task of labeling the topical organization of the text. The passage consisted of 60 sentences, with a total of 38 different words occurring sentence-finally. Lengthening was measured in these 60 sentence-final ‘target’ words. For each target word, a control sentence was constructed with the target word in sentence-medial position. All of the control sentences were of similar length, with 3 syllables before the target word and 8 syllables after. (Since the target words themselves varied between one and five syllables in length, the total duration of the control sentences varied accordingly.)

The control sentences were designed to favor the production of the target word with or without a pitch accent.
depending on whether the presence or absence of accent seemed likely for that word in the text passage. In cases where the same word occurred sentence-finally in the text in both accented and unaccented contexts, two control sentences were constructed, one intended to favor production of an accent and one favoring an unaccented production. Two control sentences were also used for a few words where it seemed difficult to guess whether the speaker would accent the word. There were 11 words for which two control sentences were used, making a total of 49 control sentences in the experiment.

2.1.2. Recording technique

Five native speakers of American English were recorded reading these materials; data from one male speaker (E1) are reported here. Because this paper forms part of a larger study with the purpose of developing a model of naturally-occurring durational patterns for speech synthesis, the focus is on developing a detailed picture of the behavior of individuals, rather than averages over many speakers.

The recordings were made on a Sony Professional Walkman, using a Shure head-mounted microphone. Ten recordings were made of the same material, with intervals of 6 to 21 days (mean 10) between recording sessions for speaker E1. In addition to the materials discussed here, an additional text with matching control sentences was also recorded at the same time. At each recording session, speakers were presented with a different order of these four sections (two texts and two sets of control sentences) that alternated text and control sentences. The order of the control sentences was randomized across sessions, and two filler sentences were recorded at the beginning and end of each of the sets of control sentences. The ten recording sessions resulted in a total of 600 readings of sentences in the text reported on here, and 490 control sentences. Of these, 6 readings of text sentences and 3 of control sentences were omitted due to speaker error.

2.1.2. Topic boundaries

The written text was examined to determine the discourse relation between consecutive sentences. Adapting the topic labeling scheme used by [4] for spoken dialogue, each sentence in the text was labeled according to whether the following sentence constituted a Topic Shift (Shift), Topic Continuation (Cont), or Elaboration of the current topic (Elab). The categories were assigned with reference to the nature of the transition from one sentence to the next because it seemed more likely that the final word in the sentence would reflect the nature of the upcoming transition, rather than the topical transition from the preceding sentence. A fourth category, Text Marker (Mark), was assigned where the next “sentence” was an overt indicator of textual organization: these included the numbers in sequences of numbered instructions and the word “Note”. This meant that the sentence before “Note” was labeled Text Marker, whereas “Note” itself was labeled Topic Shift because the following sentence introduced new material. Table 1 shows the distribution of topic boundary types in the text.
Table 1: Count of tokens of each boundary type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Boundary Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic Shift</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic Continuation</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Marker</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3. Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were run in Statview with the pseudo-normalized durations of the target words and their final codas as dependent measures. Explanatory factors that were examined included measures of the phonological and discourse structure: topic boundary type, presence or absence of pitch accent on the target word, and presence or absence of stress on the final syllable. Additional factors were related to the physical layout of the text: did the target word occur at the end of a heading or at the end of a paragraph? did the sentence boundary coincide with a paragraph break or with a page break?

Topic Boundary Type was also analyzed as an independent factor in an ANOVA performed in SAS, although the cell n’s are very unequal. A second independent factor was included in the ANOVA, the number of the recording session (1 - 10), to test if there were significant durational differences as the speaker became increasingly familiar with the text. The duration of the entire word and the duration of the coda were analyzed separately, although these are likely to be correlated.

3. Results

3.1. Lengthening of the entire word

3.1.1. Factors relating to linguistic structure

The type of topic boundary was found to be a significant factor in determining the (pseudo-normalized) duration of the sentence-final target words. In a two-way ANOVA, both Topic Boundary Type (F(3,486)=11.97, p<.0001) and Recording Session Number (F(9,486)=2.16, p=.023) were significant. The interaction between them was not significant (F(27,486)=0.19). Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test showed that the duration of words followed by an Elaboration boundary were significantly shorter than those at any other type of boundary. This difference can be seen in Figure 1. Note that since these are pseudo-normalized durations, the vertical axis of the graph is dimensionless. A value of 2 corresponds to a duration that is 2 standard deviations longer than the mean duration of the matched words in the isolated sentences.

No consistent pattern of differences appeared in the durations at different recording sessions. Words recorded at the first session were significantly longer than those recorded at the 9th and 10th sessions, according to the post-hoc tests. No other differences were significant.

For the factors of Accent (words with or without pitch accent) and Final Syllable Stress (primary, secondary or reduced), the words were distributed so unequally among the categories that it was impossible to perform ANOVAS. Accented words tended to have slightly longer pseudo-normalized durations than unaccented (3.5 versus 2.9). Recall that since accented words were “normalized” relative to other accented words, and unaccented relative to unaccented, a difference here would mean that the accented words lengthened more, not that they were longer to start with.

3.1.2. Factors relating to physical layout of the text

In the labeling of topic boundary types, all headings in the text were classified as Topic Continuation, because the sentence after the heading provided information about the topic announced by the heading. Limiting the comparison of headings to non-headings that were also classified as Topic Continuation shows that the difference between them was not significant, with headings tending to be slightly more lengthened than non-headings. The position of a word at a paragraph end or immediately preceding a page break also showed no significant effect on the amount of lengthening. Overall, it seems that the physical layout of the text did not influence the amount of lengthening of the word as a whole.

3.2. Lengthening of the final coda

As for the entire word, lengthening of the coda was also significantly affected by Topic Boundary Type (F(3,486)=19.49 p<.0001). Recording Session was not significant (F(9,486)=1.31), nor was the interaction between these factors. As Figure 2 shows, the codas preceding an Elaboration type boundary were shorter than those preceding a Topic Shift or Continuation, the same as for the complete words. However, the codas preceding a Text Marker were also shorter than those preceding a Topic Shift or Continuation, contrary to what was found for the complete words. Post-hoc tests showed a significant difference between Elaboration and Topic Shift, and Elaboration and Topic Continuation, also between Text Marker and Topic Shift, and Text Marker and Topic Continuation, but no difference between Elaboration and Text Marker, or between Topic Shift and Continuation.

As was the case for the complete words, factors relating to the physical layout of the text appeared to have little effect on the lengthening of the codas. However, codas at the end of text headings showed a tendency to lengthen more than those at the end of ordinary sentences (headings: 5.1, non-headings: 3.5).
The type of Topic Boundary following a sentence-final word had a significant effect on the amount of final lengthening. When the following sentence provided more information about material already introduced in the current sentence, the speaker produced less final lengthening than when the following sentence continued a topic with new information, or switched to a new topic entirely.

The behavior of the words preceding the Text Markers is more difficult to interpret. For the overall duration of these words, there was substantial lengthening, suggestive of a more substantial boundary between the previous sentence and the Text Marker. But when the coda alone was measured, there was less lengthening before a Text Marker than before a topic shift or continuation. This difference between the word as a whole and the coda suggests that most lengthening occurred in earlier parts of the word. A possible explanation could be that the boundaries before these Text Markers were perceived by the speaker as substantial boundaries, leading to lengthening of the word as a whole, but the final syllable may have been more heavily reduced than in other contexts.

Previous studies [14] have suggested that most lengthening occurs in the coda of the word before a boundary. It is not clear that that was the case in this experiment. The pseudo-normalized durations are very similar for the codas and for the entire words, implying proportionately similar amounts of lengthening. This in turn would imply that in these words, other parts of the word lengthened about as much as the coda.

5. Conclusions

The results reported here show that at least for this speaker, the durational properties of his speech when reading a text aloud are affected by the organization of topics within the text. This study is the first phase of a larger study that will model the patterns, and the variability, of speakers’ use of duration to signal topic structure when reading. Introducing this additional level of structure into the durational models of speech synthesis systems should improve their comprehensibility, by providing listeners with the same kind of information about the structure of the text that they are accustomed to receiving when listening to human readers.
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